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In pratially all turbulent ows, turbulent energy deay is present and ompetes with numerous
other phenomena. In Kolmogorov's theory, deay proeeds by transfer from large energy-ontaining
sales towards small visous sales through the inertial asade. Yet, this desription annot
predit an atual deay rate, even in the simplest ase of homogeneous isotropi turbulene (HIT).
As empirially observed over 50 years, the steepness of the infrared spetrumat sales larger than
energy-ontaining eddiesdetermines deay, but theoretial understanding is still missing. Here,
HIT deay laws are derived from angular momentum invariane at large salesan approah rst
mentioned by Landau in 1944, but unduly dismissed later. This invariane also predits the so-far
unexplored turbulene deay in layer, tube, and spot zones in a uid at rest. Beyond expanded
and simplied theoretial desriptions, these ndings suggest new pratial modeling strategies for
turbulent dissipation, often deient in applied simulations.
Bakground. Inompressible homogeneous isotropi
turbulene (HIT) at high Reynolds number evolves un-
der the sole inuene of its own dissipation: no external
soure of a harateristi quantity exists (ow size or ve-
loity, energy prodution, et.). After some initial tran-
sients, it is thus expeted to reah a self-similar behavior
whereby, with the proper origin on time t,
k ∝ t−n, λ ∝ t1−n/2, (1)
k being the (per mass) mean turbulent kineti energy,
and λ the integral length salethe typial size of the
large energy-ontaining turbulent eddies. As rst noted
by Kolmogorov
1
, self-similarity of deay reets the ex-
istene of an invariant in the turbulent eld, whih an
be written as
I = kλm, and thus n =
2m
2 +m
, (2)
aording to Eqs. (1). Experiments (wind tunnels, water
hannels, ryogeni helium, et.) provide values with a
lear lustering around n ≈ 1.22,3 orresponding to m ≈
3.
This simple dimensional analysis of mean values is
not suient to haraterize neither the underlying ran-
dom veloity eld u(r, t), nor the uid dynamis proess
whih produes an invariant starting from a given ini-
tial ondition u(r, 0). The next desriptive order is pro-
vided by the veloity orrelation tensor ui(0, t)uj(r, t)
(the overbar stands for ensemble averaging). With the
more ommon representation in Fourier spae, it an be
redued to the spetral density of turbulent kineti en-
ergy E(κ) =
∫
[
∫
1
2 ui(0)ui(r) e
iκ·r
d
3
r]κ2d2ωκ thanks
to the onditions of average homogeneity and isotropy,
and thus k =
∫
E(κ)dκ. In fully developed turbulene
E(κ) peaks around κλ ≈ π/λ (see Fig. 1) and follows Kol-
mogorov's saling E(κ) ∼ κ−5/3 in the inertial range
from κλ up to Kolmogorov's dissipation wave number.
The infrared range of E(κ)below κλwas very early
found to be related to the invariant I4,5,6,7, but it is di-
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Figure 1: Shemati spetral density proles of energy for
HIT (in logarithmi oordinates saled by the time-dependent
energy k and the integral length sale λ). Depending on its
logarithmi slope µ, the infrared range (i) transitions quikly
towards µ = 4 for µ < 4, (ii) slowly evolves towards µ ≈ 3
for 3 . µ ≤ 4, or (iii) is invariant for µ . 3, yielding self-
similar deay of HIT. The inertial range deays but preserves
its Kolmogorov −5/3 slope.
ult to produe and ontrol in experiments. Only reently
ould its inuene be thoroughly observed by numerial
means
8,9
, showing three dierent regimes depending on
the steepness of its self-similar κµ prole (see Fig. 1):
(i) For µ > 4, a quik transition towards µ = 4 takes
plae, typially in a few turnover times λ/
√
k. This well-
doumented proess
5
designated as baksattering is
due to the oupling of wave numbers above κλ into elon-
gated triads through the non-linear term of the Navier
Stokes equation.
(ii) For 3 . µ ≤ 4inluding µ = 4 as resulting from
point (i) above,a slow, non-self-similar asymptoti evo-
lution towards µ ≈ 3 takes plae. This produes two
lose but dierent regimes within the infrared range (see
Fig. 1), but an almost self-similar evolution of k(t) an
eventually be observed for late-enough times.
(iii) For µ . 3inluding µ ≈ 3 as resulting from point
(ii) above at very long times,a full self-similar deay
of the spetrum is obtained, i.e. E(κ) is invariant with
2respet to the redued units k, λ and their ombinations.
Moreover, the infrared prole is fully invariant in or-
dinary unitsthis is the so-alled permanene of large
eddiesand the overall invariant of turbulent deay is
thus given by m = µ + 1. The initial preparation of the
infrared spetrum of HIT thus denes the invariant. As
explained by Saman
6
, m = 3 or µ = 2 prevails in most
experiments if they all tend to produe randomly dis-
tributed initial impulses on the energy ontaining stru-
tures in the eld.
In summary, it is well understood how an assumed
permanene of large eddies produes an invariant
5,6,7

ultimately ontrolling n,how an initial κ2 infrared pro-
le is generated
6
, and how an initial κµ prole with µ > 4
is quikly redued to µ = 45. However, a formal proof of
the permanene of large eddies for µ . 3 does not seem
to have been produed so far
5,8,9
. The present artile is
foused on this ritial aspet and its extension to situa-
tions other than HIT.
Inidentally, one should notie that in the present work
the far infrared and dissipative rangesat κ typially be-
low or above the ranges represented in Fig. 1are not
onstrained to evolve in a self-similar manner, beause
they marginally aet the overall behavior of energy on-
taining sales. In ontrast, the infrared ontribution to
k is by no means negligible: not only does it ontrol the
deay rate, but it also represents about
2
3/(µ+ 1) of the
energy ontained in the inertial range, a substantial 22%
for µ = 2.
Landau's invariants. The rst and most diret rela-
tionship between the infrared spetrum and a deay in-
variant was postulated by Loitsyanskii
4
in diret spae,
using the normalized longitudinal spae-orrelation fun-
tion of veloity f(s, t) = uz(0, t)uz(szˆ, t) / u2z(0, t). f(s)
is related to E(κ) by Fourier transform, and thus the
inertial and infrared (or large sales) ranges orrespond
respetively to f(s) ≈ 1 − (s/λ)2/3 for s < λ, and
f(s) ∝ (s/λ)−m for s > λ. Thus f(s) ∼ s−3 at large
sales for Saman's E(κ) ∼ κ2 infrared spetrum.
The evolution of f(s, t) is given by the Kármán
Howarth equation whih is dedued from the Navier
Stokes equation and involves a normalized two-point
triple-orrelation funtionK(s). In spae integrated form
it yields the invariane of Loitsyanskii's integral
4
I
Loi.
= k
∫
∞
0
f(s, t) s4ds, (3a)
∝ k(t)λ5(t) if f(s, t) = f(s/λ(t)), (3b)
provided that f(s) and K(s) derease faster than
s−5. When it was found5,6 that f(s) and K(s)
atually derease slower than s−5 in all pra-
tial situationsas mentioned in the introdutory
paragraphsLoitsyanskii's approah was simply dis-
missed.
Yet, when I
Loi.
was still onsidered invariant,
Landau suggested a partiularly appealing physial
interpretation
7,10
. From dimensional and saling argu-
ments, he remarked that Loitsyanskii's integral was sim-
ilar to the per-volume angular-momentum variane of an
arbitrarily large spherial volume Ω(R), whih he esti-
mated to grow as R3: I
Loi.
∝ limHΩz HΩz /R3 (no sum
on z) as R → ∞, where H = ∫Ω r × u d3r. As he also
estimated the average torque TΩz (R) on Ω(R) to grow
as R2 only, the invariane of I
Loi.
was reovered. How-
ever, Landau did not develop his argument in full, and,
although it appears onvining, it ould as well lead to
HΩz H
Ω
z ∼ R5 instead of R3 by a similar saling analysis:
eah point yields a typial kR2 ontribution to HΩz H
Ω
z
and the superposition of unorrelated ontributions in
the double integral yields a further R3.
Landau's interpretation atually redues to solving the
stohasti dierential equation dtH
Ω
z (R) = T
Ω
z (R)
similar to Langevin's equation for Brownian motion
and seek invariane onditions. The expliit alulation
(see Supplementary Methods, 13) eventually yields
neither of the expeted results as
dtHΩz H
Ω
z ∼ (λ/
√
k)TΩz T
Ω
z for R→∞, (4a)
HΩz H
Ω
z = R
4k
∫ 2R
0
P (s/R) f(s, t) s3ds, (4b)
TΩz T
Ω
z = R
4k2
∫ 2R
0
∑
α
Pα(s/R) fα(s, t) s ds, (4)
where fα are the ve independent normalized two-points,
quadruple spae-orrelation funtions of veloity; and P
and Pα are even polynomials suh that P(α)(0) 6= 0 and
P(α)(2) = 0. In the derivation, a saling of HΩz H
Ω
z in R
5
appears as expeted but it is eventually redued to R4 by
the inompressibility ondition on f . Also notieable are
the vanishing ontributions from pressure utuations in
the torque due to the symmetry of Ω.
In general, HΩz H
Ω
z should not be invariant at large
sales when R → ∞, as TΩz TΩz also appears to sale as
R4. However, as with Loitsyanskii's integral, the behav-
iors of f(s) and fα(s) when s → ∞ must be taken into
aount in analyzing the salings with R in Eq. (4), sine
they an produe divergent integrals: for instane, with
Saman's f(s) ∼ s−3, HΩz HΩz ∼ R5 as rst expeted in-
tuitively. For a generi f(s) ∼ s−m behavior at s → ∞,
it is thus found that
I
Lan.
= lim
R→∞
[
Rm−4 k
∫ 2R
0
P (s/R) f(s, t) s3ds
]
(5a)
∝ k(t)λm(t) if f(s, t) = f(s/λ(t)) (5b)
is a nite quantity for m < 4. Now, beause in general
fα(s) ∼ f2(s) ∼ s−2m at s → ∞, TΩz TΩz always sales
as R4 for 1 < m < 4, and HΩz H
Ω
z does beome asymp-
totially invariant at R → ∞ for suh values of mor
for 0 < µ < 3 in spetral spae. This proves the so-far
empirial onditions for the permanene of large eddies
reviewed in the introdutory paragraphs.
3At this point the signiane of the invariant as given
in Eqs. (5) requires some elaboration: (i) Although the
physial invariant is always the samethe angular mo-
mentum variane,the expression of the invariant also
depends on an external parameter m whih is not spe-
ied a priori: the long-range behavior of f(s)or the
infrared behavior of E(κ). (ii) A given initial long-range
behavior of f(s) will be preserved at later times aord-
ing to Eq. (5a), i.e. m is invariant, if m < 4or µ
if µ < 3. (iii) Furthermore, if the evolution (by the
Navier-Stokes equation) preserves the self-similarity of
f(s, t), then kλm is also invariant aording to Eq. (5b).
(iv) As a orollary, beause evolution does not aet the
infrared spetrum below the integral length sale, and en-
sures a quasi-equilibrium self-similar prole in the iner-
tial range, it is neessary and suient to have initially a
self-similar prole at large sales, suh as f(s) ∼ (s/λ)−m
withm < 4 to ensure a kλm invariant. (v) For initial on-
ditions atm > 4 the inertial range dominates the integral
in Eq. (5a), and HΩz H
Ω
z is not asymptotially invariant
aording to Eq. (4a). A universal behavior, i.e. inde-
pendent of the initial infrared spetrum prole but not
neessarily self-similar, must then appear and eventually
onverge towards m ≈ 4 and n ≈ 4/3. This is the maxi-
mum deay rate of turbulene.
It must be stressed here that a resaling of Loitsyan-
skii's integral with the proper R power as for I
Lan.
an-
not produe the same invariants of HIT evolution be-
ause dierent integration weights are involveds4ds
in Eq. (3) instead of s3ds in Eq. (5a). In partiu-
lar, the maximum deay rate at n ≈ 4/3 annot be
predited. This reets a profound dierene between
the approahes of Loitsyanskii and Landaudespite the
latter's inidental laim of equivalene
10
whih an be
traed to alternative integrations of the stohasti equa-
tion dtH
Ω
z (R) = T
Ω
z (R) (see Supplementary Methods,
1): Loitsyanskii's approah leads to dtHΩz H
Ω
z = T
Ω
z H
Ω
z
instead of Eq. (4a), and thus produes the two-point
triple-orrelation of the KármánHowarth equation in-
stead of the two-point quadruple-orrelations of Eq. (4).
Impulsive approah to Landau's invariants. In the
preliminary saling analysis leading to HΩz H
Ω
z ∼ R5, the
veloity eld was impliitly assumed to display the stru-
ture represented in Fig. 2a. Landau's result I
Lan.
∼ R3
would atually orrespond to Fig. 2b, where large eddies
have no translational motion, and just rotational motion,
eah ontributing by kλ2 instead of kR2 to the angular
momentum variane.
The representations in Fig. 2, however simplisti they
might appear, are atually well suited to arry out a sal-
ing analysis and to derive the R dependene of the in-
variants. Indeed the saling behavior is marginally sen-
sitive to the details of (i) the motions within the large
eddies, ontributing to lower powers of R, and (ii) the
interations and orrelations between neighboring stru-
tures. The last point stems from Saman's projetion
R
Λ
a
R
Λ
b
Figure 2: Shemati representation of large turbulent eddies
in HIT (shaded irles) moving randomly with typial velo-
ities ∼
√
k in two basi modes: a) translations or Saman
orrelation, H2 ∼ R5kλ3, b) rotations or Bathelor orrela-
tion, H2 ∼ R3kλ5.
proedure
6
whih generates a kinematially onsistent
veloity eld u from any given arbitrary impulse eld
i
u = i−∇q with ∆q =∇· i, thus ∇· u = 0. (6)
Aordingly, Fig. 2 represents impulse elds from whih
kinematially onsistent veloities an be produed.
Now, a ruial property of Saman's proedure is that
it stritly preserves the angular momentum of any spher-
ial volume HΩz sine, here again, the symmetry anels
the torque due to the impulse pressure fores ∇q.
The torque TΩz is not preserved by Saman's proe-
dure, but the R4 behavior of TΩz T
Ω
z is still reovered
from a saling analysis on the impulsive representation,
as given in Supplementary Methods, 4. In partiular,
the dierenes of short range veloity orrelations be-
tween Figs. 2a and 2b do not impat the R4 fator: in
TΩz 's expression, as the veloity eld of the turbulent
strutures is just sampled at the surfae ∂Ω, possible de-
tails of the veloity orrelation funtions are lost. The
basi R4 saling derived from Fig. 2a is then valid for all
ases: aording to Eq. (4), only with strongly long-
range-orrelated veloities an the torque's saling be
hangedi.e. if fα(s) deays slower than s
−2
or f(s)
slower than s−1. Rigorous and physially onsistent on-
lusions on both the saling and the time dependene of
Landau's invariants an thus be drawn from the present
simple impulsive representation.
As previously shown
6
, Saman's projetion gener-
ally preserves the κµ prole of the infrared spetrum:
in the anonial ase of Fig. 2a rst onsidered by
Saman
6
, random translations produe E(κ) ∼ κ2. At
the same time however, it an dramatially modify the
long range proles of the two-point self-orrelations f
of i and u
6
: again in Fig. 2a, an arbitrary i represent-
ing random long-range-unorrelated translationsthus
with transendentally vanishing fi(s)eventually yields
a long-range-orrelated u with an algebraially vanishing
f(s) ∼ s−3reeting the laminar and dipolar hara-
ter of long range orrelations steming from Eq. (6). This
last result substituted in Eq. (4b) reovers the proper
4−→
Figure 3: Impulse representation of large eddies undergoing
so-alled baksattering in Bathelor type HIT. The proess,
albeit slower, also aets big frozen eddies, muh larger than
the integral length sale.
behavior I
Lan.
∼ R5 as estimated from the impulse eld
i.
The E(κ) ∼ κ4 infrared prole rst onsidered by
Bathelor & Proudman
5
orresponds to a purely rota-
tional impulse eld as in Fig. 2b: it is indeed found
I
Lan.
∼ R3 in this ase, both with the impulsive saling
analysis and with Eq. (5a). Sine m > 4, the expeted
non-self-similar evolution is obtained where, akin to the
ollisionnal proesses at moleular sales, the turbulent
energy is in part redistributed on translational degrees
of freedom with lower m . 4a well-known baksat-
tering phenomenon illustrated with an impulse image
in Fig. 3. However, the typial turnover rate at sale R
is given by (HΩz H
Ω
z )
1/2/(ρR5) ∼ R−2 and at very large
sales the redistribution is pratially frozen.
Saman's impulse eld appears as most likely when
onsidering turbulene generated by experimental set ups
(as grids) devoid of spei devies whih ould onstrain
orrelations suh as Bathelor's
6
. However, (i) in many
numerial simulations, initial onditions are impliitly of
Bathelor type, and (ii) any experimental or numerial
setup has an upper bound for R and produes Bathelor
elds at these largest sales. Other types of initial on-
ditions seem unrealisti or highly spei: for instane
E(κ) ∼ κ for κ → 0 ensures full self-similarity of the
whole spetrum down to dissipative sales
11
, but no gen-
eral physial mehanism is known to produe suh a on-
straint.
Invariants in layer and tube. The impulsive approah
to turbulene invariants has the important property of
being easily extended to the less trivial situations of self-
similar layers and tubes of turbulene. Only the z om-
ponent of angular momentum along the C∞ symmetry
axis is now preserved: the previous derivation for HIT
is simply adapted to these ases taking the integration
volumes skethed in Fig. 4. Details are provided in the
Supplementary Methods, 4, but the basi steps and as-
sumptions are quikly summarized below.
Beause of self-similarity, typial layer thikness or
tube diameter sale as λ. As in HIT, for eah motion
mode (Saman, Bathelor, et.) of eah geometry, fa-
tors in HΩz H
Ω
z ome from veloity utuations, typial
distane to axis, and integration domain over orrelated
and unorrelated distanesbelow and beyond λ. With
vanishingly small ontributions of veloity utuations
in the surrounding invisid laminar uid, the torque is
dominated by the parts of Ω's surfae whih interset the
z
~
Λ
2R
z
~Λ
2R
z
~Λ
Figure 4: Volumes Ω(R) (framing lines) displaying asymptot-
ially invariant variane of angular momentum for turbulent
layer, tube, and spot (shaded volumes).
turbulent zone. Then, omparing behaviors as R → ∞,
HΩz H
Ω
z is also found to be asymptotially invariant form
below some maximum value. Finally, Saman's proje-
tion proedure applies as well: impulse is onned to the
turbulent zone, veloity extends into laminar regions, but
angular momentum is preserved by the projetion. Re-
sulting invariants and evolution exponents are olleted
in Table I for Saman impulse elds, and for orrelations
orresponding to maximum deay rates. The strength
of the impulsive approah is now apparent as all these
new non-trivial results are readily obtained on the bak
of the envelope, without any detailed knowledge of the
omplex orrelation funtions that desribe the veloity
eld in these anisotropi and inhomogeneous ows.
As reported in Table I, Bathelor and Saman invari-
ants happen to oinide for the tube of turbulene be-
ause both are produed by idential kλ2 as point on-
tributions to HΩz H
Ω
z . The ase of a spot of turbulene
is also onsidered but, in ontrast to the three previ-
ous situations, the angular momentum annot utuate:
mean angular momentum due to the residual overall spin-
ning then provides the invariant in Table I. The turbu-
lent tube is also ompatible with mean overall spinning
entrifugal fores remain nitewith the orresponding
invariant in Table I. The relaxation of turbulene for spin-
ning zones is onstrained by these invariants for as long as
mean angular momentum dominates other termssuh
as angular momentum variane in the tube ase.
Besides HIT, experimental and numerial results
appear to be available for the turbulent layer
only, a situation also known as the inompressible
RihtmyerMeshkov instability (IRM) at vanishing At-
wood number
12,13
. The value of the IRM self-similar
growth rate is still a matter of debate due to many per-
turbation soures aeting auray (limited time span
and spae extension, poorly dened or ontrolled ini-
tial onditions, et.). However, up to reported uner-
tainties, values measured for 1 − n/2 do fall within the
expeted [2/7,1/3℄ range, with results from experiments
and from numerial simulations loser respetively to
the upper 1/3 and lower 2/7 bounds. This is onsis-
tent with the orresponding initial onditions: expeted
Saman type in experiments and expliit Bathelor type
5Table I: Turbulent relaxation in geometries of Fig. 4: invariants and evolution exponents (S. & B. = Saman & Bathelor).
Geometry HIT Layer (IRM) Tube Spot
Invariant type Saman Maximum Saman Maximum S. & B. Spin Spin
m (invariant kλm) 3 4 4 5 7 6 8
n (deay exponent of k) 6/5 4/3 4/3 10/7 14/9 3/2 8/5
1− n/2 (growth exponent of λ) 2/5 1/3 1/3 2/7 2/9 1/4 1/5
Cε2 (ε model onstant) 11/6 7/4 2 15/8 19/10 2 2
in simulationsin the latter, alulations start from su-
perpositions of random interfaial perturbations in the
laminar linear regime, hene with vanishing HΩz . A pre-
vious theoretial predition based on an impliit assump-
tion of Saman type turbulene also yielded 1 − n/2 =
1/3 as expeted, but with a ompletely dierent approah
whih ould be extented in 2D
14
.
The present preditions for dierent ow topologies
of higher pratial relevane than HITprovide guidane
in the modeling of the equation of turbulent dissipation
ε15. For instane, ε is usually modeled as in the k
ε model whih, for the four situations onsidered here,
an be approximately but aurately redued to the bulk
ODEs
16
dtK = −d (dtΛ/Λ)K − E (7a)
dtE = −d (dtΛ/Λ)E − Cε2E2/K (7b)
where K, E, and Λ are the bulk averages of k, ε and
λ over the turbulent zones, dtΛ/Λ terms desribe the
dilution eets in plae of the ux terms of the PDEs, and
d = 0, 1, 2, or 3 for HIT, layer, tube or spot respetively.
Self-similar solutions of Eq. (7) math the invariant based
solutions if the model onstant is
Cε2 = 3/2 + (1 + d/2)/(m− d) (8)
yielding the values in Table I.
Inspetion of Table I shows that a single value of
Cε2usually set to 1.92
15
an never apture the three
Saman ases at one (let alone the others), possibly ex-
plaining some pratial diulties suh as up to 15% er-
rors in growth rates when trying to simultaneously ap-
ture plane and ylindrial jets with a single model
15
. Sig-
niant improvements ould thus be ontemplated when
adding model equations aimed at sensing the dimen-
sionality of the turbulent zone d, and at dening the
behavior of angular momentum variane at large sales
m. Anyhow, these orretion will remain around 15%
sine the inuenes of m and d in Eq. 8 almost ompen-
sate eah other when varying the ow topology. Iniden-
taly, this notieable property of Eq. 8 explains in part
the often disregarded fat that most models are robust
with respet to the eetive Knudsen number of turbu-
lene: models an and are applied to situations where λ
is similar to the harateristi ow size L without major
malfuntions, although they are alibrated through Cε2
to apture HIT where λ≪ L.
The generally aepted pereption of the signiane
and status of ε in turbulene modeling15 should be re-
assessed in view of the present results. The initial deni-
tion as the mean small-sale visous dissipation νui,juj,i
is now often abandoned in favor of the spetral ux,
whih assumes some form of spetral quasi-equilibrium
whereby E(κ) ∝ ε2/3κ−5/3 in the inertial range. As
shown here however, turbulene deay is generally on-
trolled by the infrared spetrum regardless of the detailed
prole in the inertial range: the very same results would
hold even with non-Kolmogorov spetrawhih do ap-
pear for instane in the presene of heliity, buoyany or
eletromagneti eets. In fat, ε is solely dened as the
time derivative of k, the energy in the energy ontaining
range. Thanks to the assumption of global self-similarity
of the energy ontaining range (infrared + inertial), an
integral length sale λ an be dened, and then ε is on-
strained to math k3/2/λ.
It should not be onsidered as surprising that the self-
similar deay of turbulene is totally independent of the
detailed proesses within the inertial range. Indeed, this
situation is omparable to the perfetly inelasti olli-
sion of two bodies: the overall onservation of momen-
tum fully denes the nal state, regardless of whatsoever
details on the mehanisms whih have atually removed
or dissipated the exess energy.
Conlusions. The present work has provided a rigor-
ous answer to the long-standing issue of the permanene
of large eddies and their relationship to turbulene deay,
using angular momentum invariane at large sales. This
approah has the advantage of being both extendable to
less trivial ases of turbulent layer, tube and spot, and
reduible to a alulationally simple impulsive piture.
Beyond their intrinsi value and novelty in the theoreti-
al study of turbulene, the resulting preditions on deay
rates open up new approahes and understanding for im-
proving the modeling of turbulent dissipation in applied
simulations.
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7SUPPLEMENTARY METHODS
1. Landau's angular momentum invariane at large sales
One starts with the equation of utuating veloity in a zero mean veloity eld (uniform onstant density and
vanishing visosity are assumed)
ρ∂tui + ρ(uiuj),j + p,i = 0. (9)
Angular momentum utuations along z integrated over a xed volume Ω then yield∫
Ω
ǫzijri [ρ∂tuj + (ρujuk),k + p,j ] d
3
r = 0, (10)
or after elementary algebra
dtH
Ω
z = T
Ω
z , (11)
where the utuating angular momentum and torque are
HΩz (t) =
∫
Ω
ǫzijriρujd
3
r, (12a)
TΩz (t) = −
∫
∂Ω
ǫzijri(ρujuk + δjkp)σkd
2
r, (12b)
σˆ being the unit vetor normal to the surfae, with omponents σi. For integration volumes Ω onsidered in this
work, the orientation of the normal vetor element σˆd
2
r anels the z-omponent of the torque produed by pressure
p. Pressure is thus disregarded in all the following.
A time evolution equation for the variane of HΩz an then be obtained by a diret substitution of the torque
expression, and aordingly
dtHΩz (t)H
Ω
z (t) = 2 T
Ω
z (t)H
Ω
z (t) = −2
∫∫
∂Ω×Ω
ǫzijǫzi′j′rir
′
i′ ρ
2uj(r)uk(r)uj′(r′)σkd
2
r d
3
r
′. (13)
In this way, the two-point, triple spae-orrelation funtions of veloity an be introdued, in lose similarity with the
usual KármánHowarth equation in volume integrated form. Now, this derivation, although rigorous and exat, is not
in the spirit of Landau's approah, whih hinges ritially on the argument that the torque beomes asymptotially
negligible at large sales, and the angular momentum asymptotially onstant (one is a surfae integral and the other
a volume integral). In this ase one should instead derive an evolution equation of the angular momentum variane
by integrating the stohasti dierential equation (11) in the weak ollision (or frition) limitjust as for Brownian
motion. For asymptotially large Ω the orrelation time of HΩz (t) is muh longer than that of T
Ω
z (t), and one an
thus write
dtHΩz (t)H
Ω
z (t) = 2 T
Ω
z (t)
∫ t
0
TΩz (t
′)dt′ ≈ 2
∫
∞
0
TΩz (t)T
Ω
z (t− t′)dt′ = 2 TΩz (t)TΩz (t) τ(t), (14)
where the torque orrelation time is dened and approximated as
τ(t) =
1
TΩz (t)T
Ω
z (t)
∫
∞
0
TΩz (t)T
Ω
z (t− t′)dt′ ≈ λ/
√
k. (15)
Here, it was assumed that the spinning assoiated with the angular momentum is small enough so as to produe
negligible shear at the boundary: this avoids far-from-average veloity utuations whih ould signiantly hange
the torque estimate and even produe a orrelation between torque and angular momentum.
In general, expanding TΩz T
Ω
z shows that the time derivative of H
Ω
z H
Ω
z now depends on two-point, quadruple spae-
orrelation funtions of veloity. Landau's approah is thus physially distint from Loitsyanskii's, although eventual
invariants mayand shouldoinide in regimes where their respetive approximations are ompatible. Expliit
expressions of HΩz H
Ω
z and T
Ω
z T
Ω
z as integrals of veloity spae-orrelation funtions are given in the next two setions
for the simple ase of HIT.
82. Angular momentum variane of a sphere in HIT
The angular momentum of a given spherial volume Ω of radius R around origin in a HIT eld is given by Eq. (12a).
Although it anels on average, its average square norm does not and is given by
HΩi H
Ω
i =
∫∫
Ω2
ǫijkǫij′k′rjr
′
j′ ρ
2uk(r)uk′(r′)d
3
r d
3
r
′
= ρ2
∫∫
Ω2
(δjj′δkk′ − δjk′δj′k) rjr′j′ uk(0)uk′(r′ − r)d3r d3r′
=
2
3
ρ2k
∫∫
Ω2
(rjr
′
jδkk′ − rk′r′k)
(
g(s)δkk′ + [f(s)− g(s)]sksk
′
s2
)
d
3
r d
3
r
′
=
2
3
ρ2k
∫∫
Ω2
(
[f(s) + g(s)] rkr
′
k − [f(s)− g(s)]
r′kskrk′sk′
s2
)
d
3
r d
3
r
′
=
2
3
ρ2k
∫∫
Ω2
(
[f(s) + g(s)]
[
x2 − s2/4]− [f(s)− g(s)] [xkskxk′sk′
s2
− s2/4
])
d
3
s d
3
x
=
2
3
ρ2k
∫∫
Ω2
(
f(s)
[
x2 − (x · s)
2
s2
]
+ g(s)
[
x2 +
(x · s)2
s2
− s2/2
])
d
3
s d
3
x, (16)
where homogeneity and isotropy have been taken into aount, with s = r′ − r, x = (r′ + r)/2, and f and g being
the longitudinal and transverse orrelation funtions. The integration domain Ω2 is represented in x and s variables
as x2 ± x · s+ s2/4 ≤ R2, so using polar oordinates of x with respet to s (with c = x · s/xs), it is found
∫∫
Ω2
. . . d3s d3x = 8π2
∫ 2R
0
(∫ R−s/2
0
∫ 1
−1
. . . x2dc dx+
∫ √R2−s2/4
R−s/2
∫ (R2−x2−s2/4)/xs
−(R2−x2−s2/4)/xs
. . . x2dc dx
)
s2ds, (17)
and thus, after lengthy but straightforward alulations
HΩi H
Ω
i = R
5 8π
2
45
ρ2k
∫ 2R
0
[(
8 +
9s
2R
+
3s2
4R2
)(
1− s
2R
)3
f(s)
+
(
16− 13s
2R
− 21s
2
2R2
− 21s
3
8R3
)(
1− s
2R
)2
g(s)
]
s2ds. (18)
Using the inompressibility ondition g(s) = f(s)+ sf ′(s)/2 to eliminate g(s) and performing integrations by parts
on snf ′(s) terms to eliminate f ′(s), eventually yields
HΩi H
Ω
i = R
4 8π
2
3
ρ2k
∫ 2R
0
(
1− s
2
2R2
)(
1− s
2
4R2
)
f(s) s3ds. (19)
It is to be notied that the R5
∫
fs2ds and f(2R) terms (the latter from partial integrations) both anel exatlynot
just as R→∞,leaving R4 as leading term whenever ∫ fs3ds onverges at ∞.
3. Torque variane on a sphere in HIT
The torque on a given spherial volume Ω of radius R around origin in a HIT eld is given by Eq. (12b). Although
it anels on average, its average square norm does not and is given by
TΩi T
Ω
i =
∫∫
(∂Ω)2
ǫijkǫij′k′rjr
′
j′ ρ
2uk(r)ul(r)uk′(r′)ul′(r′)σlσ
′
l′ d
2
r d
2
r
′
= R2ρ2
∫∫
(∂Ω)2
(σjσ
′
jδkk′ − σk′σ′k)uk(0)ul(0)uk′(r′ − r)ul′(r′ − r)σlσ′l′ d2r d2r′, (20)
where now σˆ = r/r = r/R is the unit vetor normal to the sphere surfae ∂Ω. Here as for HΩi H
Ω
i in the previous
setion, it is neessary to provide the general two-point quadruple veloity orrelation tensor, whih in HIT an be
9deomposed as
(
3
2k
)2
uk(0)ul(0)uk′(s)ul′(s) = f1(s)
skslsk′sl′
s4
+ g1(s)
(
δkl
sk′sl′
s2
+
sksl
s2
δk′l′ − 2 skslsk
′sl′
s4
)
+ g2(s)
( sksk′
s2
δll′ +
sksl′
s2
δlk′ +
slsk′
s2
δkl′ +
slsl′
s2
δkk′ − 4 skslsk
′sl′
s4
)
+ h1(s)
(
δklδk′l′ − sksl
s2
δk′l′ − δkl sk
′sl′
s2
+
skslsk′sl′
s2
)
+ h2(s)
(
δkk′δll′ + δkl′δlk′ − sksk
′
s2
δll′ − sksl
′
s2
δlk′ − slsk
′
s2
δkl′ − slsl
′
s2
δkk′
−2δklδk′l′ + 2sksl
s2
δk′l′ + 2δkl
sk′sl′
s2
)
, (21)
orresponding to the ve dierent symmetrized and orthogonalized orrelations tensors along zz|zz, zz|xx, zx|zx,
xx|yy, and xy|xy when s is along z. The orrelation funtions have the following elementary properties
g2(0) = g1(0), lim
s→∞
f1(s), g1(s), h1(s) = 1, (22a)
h2(0) = h1(0), lim
s→∞
g2(s), h2(s) = 0, (22b)
f1(s), g1(s), h1(s) > 0. (22)
Taking into aount that σˆ and σˆ
′
are unit vetors, that s = r′ − r = R(σˆ′ − σˆ), and dening σˆ · σˆ′ = cos θ =
1− s2/(2R2), the various ontrations of the elementary tensors yield
(σjσ
′
jδkk′ − σk′σ′k)
skslsk′sl′
s4
σlσ
′
l′ =
c2 − 1
4
, (23a)
(σjσ
′
jδkk′ − σk′σ′k)
(
δkl
sk′sl′
s2
+
sksl
s2
δk′l′
)
σlσ
′
l′ = 0, (23b)
(σjσ
′
jδkk′ − σk′σ′k)
( sksk′
s2
δll′ +
sksl′
s2
δlk′ +
slsk′
s2
δkl′ +
slsl′
s2
δkk′
)
σlσ
′
l′ =
5c2 − c− 2
2
, (23)
(σjσ
′
jδkk′ − σk′σ′k) δklδk′l′σlσ′l′ = 0, (23d)
(σjσ
′
jδkk′ − σk′σ′k) ( δkk′δll′ + δkl′δlk′ ) σlσ′l′ = 3c2 − 1. (23e)
Therefore
TΩi T
Ω
i = R
2
(
2ρk
3
)2 ∫∫
(∂Ω)2
[
c2 − 1
4
(
f1(s)− 2g1(s) + h1(s)
)
+
3c2 − 5c
2
g2(s) +
c2 + 5c
2
h2(s)
]
d
2
rd
2
r
′. (24)
Using polar oordinates relative to r for instane, so r · r
′ = r2 cos θ, and substituting cos θ = 1− s2/(2R2)
TΩi T
Ω
i = 2R
4
(
2πρk
3
)2 ∫ 2R
0
{(
1− s
2
2R2
)[(
12− s
2
R2
)
h2(s)−
(
4 + 3
s2
R2
)
g2(s)
]
+
s2
R2
(
1− s
2
4R2
)
[ f1(s)− 2g1(s) + h1(s) ]
}
s ds. (25)
Here again the inompressibility onditions ould produe some simpliations. It is neessary however, to rst
obtain these onditions on the two-point quadruple orrelation tensor in Eq. (21). The tensor is purely rotational
in any of its omponents, and by symmetry, a zero divergene with respet to the rst omponent sues to ensure
inompressibility. Now, from its general form in Eq. (21), substituted by monomial tensors Tαklk′l′ and funtions fα
as ombinations of f1 to h2, and using s,k = sk/s, the inompressibility ondition an be written(∑
α
fα(s)T
α
klk′l′(s)
)
,k
Blk′l′ =
∑
α
f ′α(s)
sk
s
Tαklk′l′Blk′l′ + fα(s)T
α
klk′l′,kBlk′l′ = 0, (26)
where Blk′l′ is any arbitrary tensor. The deomposition of the third-order tensors Blk′l′ in irreduible representations
taking into aount the symmetry properties shows that three salar onditions are eventually obtained, orresponding
to the three following orthogonal tensors Blk′l′
slsk′sl′
s3
,
sl
s
δk′l′ − slsk
′sl′
s3
, δll′
sk′
s
− slsk′sl′
s3
, (27)
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or equivalently, to the three independent tensors
slsk′sl′
s3
,
sl
s
δk′l′ , δll′
sk′
s
. (28)
The table of the dierent ontrations (sk/s)T
α
klk′l′Blk′l′ and T
α
klk′l′,kBlk′l′ is thus obtained:
Tαklk′l′ T
α
klk′l′,k
slsk′sl′
s3
sl
s
δk′l′ δll′
sk′
s
skslsk′sl′
s4
2
slsk′sl′
s4
1
2
s
1
2
s
1
2
s
δkl
sk′sl′
s2
δlk′
sl′
s2
+ δll′
sk′
s2
− 2 slsk′sl′
s4
1 0 1 0 1
2
s
sksl
s2
δk′l′ 2
sl
s2
δk′l′ 1
2
s
3
6
s
1
2
s
sksk′
s2
δll′ 2
sk′
s2
δll′ 1
2
s
1
2
s
3
6
s
sksl′
s2
δlk′ 2
sl′
s2
δlk′ 1
2
s
1
2
s
1
2
s
slsk′
s2
δkl′
sk′
s2
δll′ +
sl
s2
δk′l′ − 2 slsk
′sl′
s4
1 0 1
2
s
1
2
s
slsl′
s2
δkk′
sl′
s2
δlk′ +
sl
s2
δk′l′ − 2 slsk
′sl′
s4
1 0 1
2
s
1 0
δklδk′l′ 0 1 0 3 0 1 0
δkk′δll′ 0 1 0 1 0 3 0
δkl′δk′l 0 1 0 1 0 1 0
Hene the three onditions
sf ′1/2 + f1 − g1 − 2g2 = 0, (29a)
sg′1/2 + g1 + g2 − h1 + h2 = 0, (29b)
sg′2 + 3g2 + g1 − h1 − h2 = 0. (29)
To redue the R4 saling of TΩi T
Ω
i in Eq. (25), the leading integrand term proportional to (3h2 − g2)sds should be
aneled by ombining the inompressibility onstraints and performing integrations by parts. Taking oeients α,
β, and γ for the three onstraints, this leading term is written as:
[
(3h2 − g2) + α(sf ′1/2 + f1 − g1 − 2g2) + β(sg′1/2 + g1 + g2 − h1 + h2) + γ(sg′2 + 3g2 + g1 − h1 − h2)
]
sds
=
[− (α− γ)g1 − (2α− β − γ + 1)g2 − (β + γ)h1 + (β − γ + 3)h2]sds,+d[s2(αf1 + βg1 + γg2)]. (30)
In general, no ombinations of α, β, and γ an be found to simultaneously anel the four integrands on the right
hand side. The saling in R4 as given in Eq. (25) is thus ompletely general, and the inompressibility onditions just
provide the possibility of expressing the leading term as a funtion of only one of the four orrelation funtions g1,
g2, h1, or h2a substitution of minor interest.
4. Salings of HΩz HΩz and TΩz TΩz in the basi C∞ ongurations
1. Generi saling approah. As mentioned in the
main text, the impulsive piture of the veloity utu-
ations an aurately provide saling laws for HΩz H
Ω
z
and TΩz T
Ω
z in HIT, and in layer and tube of turbulene.
This is ensured by the basi property of the Saman pro-
edure whih produes kinematially onsistent veloity
elds out from arbitrary impulse elds, while preserving
at the same time the angular momentum HΩz .
The ase of HIT is represented in Fig. 1. Within stru-
11
tures of typial size λ, the veloity eld is modeled as fully
orrelated. In the Saman ase, this produes ontribu-
tions from eah struture to the double integral inHΩz H
Ω
z
saling as ∼ kR2λ6. The saling is redued to ∼ kλ2λ6 in
the Bathelor ase where motions are purely rotational,
sine opposite ontributions from within a given stru-
ture anel in rst order of R. Between strutures, the
veloity eld is now modeled as fully unorrelated: the
double sum on Ω in HΩz H
Ω
z multiplies the struture on-
tribution by ∼ (R/λ)3, the typial number of strutures
in volume Ω.
This general approah to estimating salings is simply
adapted for TΩz T
Ω
z and for the layer and tube of turbu-
lene. The various intermediate ontributions and nal
results are olleted in Table II, but some peuliarities
require further omments as given below.
2. Relationship with rigorous alulations for HIT.
As already mentioned in the main text, the rigorous al-
ulation in 2 of (HΩz )
2
for HIT gives Eq. (19), with a
leading ontribution in R4 under inompressibility on-
straints whih are not fullled by the impulse elds on-
sidered here. A R5 behavior is atually found in the
general ase in Eq. (18), ompatible with the Saman
ase. A R3 behavior ould be reovered with a spei
osillating prole of the orrelation funtions f and g, as
would be expeted in the Bathelor ase.
3. Saling of TΩz T
Ω
z . The estimation of T
Ω
z T
Ω
z follows
the same general lines as for HΩz H
Ω
z . For the Saman
ase of HIT in Fig. 1a, ontributions of eah struture to
the double surfae integral in TΩz T
Ω
z sale as ∼ k2R2λ4.
Now, at variane with the estimation of HΩz H
Ω
z given
above, this saling is onserved in the Bathelor ase of
Fig. 1b and must not be redued to ∼ k2λ2λ4: opposite
ontributions from within a given struture are not inte-
grated over its full volume but on a randomly oriented
slie only, and therefore the anellation of the torque in
rst order of R is inomplete. Finally, in all ases of im-
pulse elds, the double sum on ∂Ω in TΩz T
Ω
z multiplies
the struture ontribution by ∼ (R/λ)2, the typial num-
ber of strutures interseting surfae ∂Ω. Therefore, the
TΩz T
Ω
z saling is independent of the type of the orrela-
tions in the impulse eld, and sets the maximum saling
exponent of HΩz H
Ω
z ompatible with asymptoti invari-
ane at R→∞. As already mentioned in the main text,
although the Bathelor impulse eld does not produe
an invariant, it should still be onsidered here for its rel-
evane in experiments and simulations, where physial
boundaries to the ows are always present at some large
sale. This important saling property of TΩz T
Ω
z is also
found in the layer and tube of turbulene, and Table II
thus lists the orresponding invariants of maximum ex-
ponents.
4. Basi salings in ongurations other than HIT.
The major dierene between the dierent ows on-
sidered here omes from the double integral over Ω in
HΩz H
Ω
z : proportional to (R/λ)
3
, (R/λ)2, and R/λ for
HIT, layer, and tube respetively. An interesting fea-
ture is also to be notied on the point ontribution to
HΩz H
Ω
z for the tube of turbulene: the typial distane
to the z axis of any given point in the turbulent zone is
λ, instead of R for the HIT and layer of turbulene. A-
ordingly, all the possible types of impulse eldshere
the Saman and Bathelor asesyield idential HΩz H
Ω
z
salings. The evolution of the tube of turbulene is thus
more universal as it is independent of the long-range or-
relations in the initial onditions.
5. Spinning tube of turbulene. The integration vol-
umes Ω used for deriving asymptoti invariants are all of
C∞ symmetry and are thus also invariant by rotations.
It is therefore natural to onsider non-vanishing mean
veloity elds produing global spinning of the turbulent
zones. However, aside from the spot of turbulene exam-
ined below, the tube of turbulene is the only ow ong-
uration where a homogeneous spinning will not produe
divergent entrifugal fores. A spinning tube of turbu-
lene ould see its turbulene relaxation ontrolled by
the onservation of the angular momentum itself, HΩz in-
stead of HΩz H
Ω
z . This somewhat dierent situation im-
plies that (i) the mean veloity eld is non zero in the
turbulent zone, (ii) the ow evolution produes an equili-
bration between the mean kineti energy ontained in the
angular momentum and the turbulent kineti energya
reasonable assumption,and (iii) the mean angular mo-
mentum dominates its variane, otherwise the evolution
would be onstrained by the large sale invariane of
HΩz H
Ω
z . The saling in Table II is then found, given
as a funtion of HΩz ×HΩz for onsisteny with the other
results.
6. Spinning spot of turbulene. Beause the extension
of a spot of turbulene is nite in all diretions, it is not
possible to predit its evolution from angular momentum
variane at large sales. More diretly, the angular mo-
mentum itself is invariant for the volume Ω in Fig. 3. As
for the spinning tube of turbulene, this implies (i) a non-
zero average veloity eld, (ii) an equilibration between
the mean and turbulent kineti energies, and (iii) a non-
negligible angular momentum, otherwise the evolution of
the orresponding quadrupolaror higher multipolar
spot would not be onstrained by any obvious invariant.
The saling in Table II is then found, again as a funtion
of HΩz ×HΩz .
7. Axes other than z for angular momentum onser-
vation. In priniple, for the geometries other than HIT
of Fig. 3, one ould onsider the asymptoti invariane
of HΩx H
Ω
x not H
Ω
z H
Ω
z for a spherial volume Ω, in-
stead of slab and rod shaped volumes. Pressure fores
would still not ontribute to the torque, but the fringe
eld of veloity utuations in the laminar regions would
ontribute substantially and in a omplex way to both
the angular momentum and torque, as the laminar re-
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Figure 5: Shemati representation of the build up of veloity
utuations and orrelations in the laminar surroundings of a
turbulent zone (layer or tube). Arrows represent the potential
eld ontributions of turbulent strutures aeting a given
point of the laminar zone. Squares represent typial domains
of orrelated utuations.
gions would represent the largest volume frations of the
sphere. The orresponding invariane onditions ould
then atually not onstrain the evolution of the turbu-
lene zone, although they would be ompatible with the
present ndings based on HΩz H
Ω
z .
8. Contributions to HΩz H
Ω
z from laminar zones of Ω.
As shown in Fig. 3, the domains Ω onsidered for angular
momentum onservation at large sales extend somewhat
beyond the turbulent zones. In these laminar regions, ve-
loity utuations exist due to the long range inuene of
the motions in the turbulent zone, although they deay
quikly with distane. These veloity utuations ould
ontribute to HΩz , despite the fat that H
Ω
z is preserved
by Saman's projetion proedure in Eq. (6): indeed,
Saman's projetion only deals with a pressure gradient
orretion to the impulse eld, but does not involve trans-
port whih is the soure of torque in Eq. (12b). Now, as
veloity in the laminar region an be desribed by a po-
tential ow whereby u = ∇φ, the ontribution to HΩz
of a given volume Ωℓ in the laminar zone of Ω with the
same C∞ symmetry is
HΩℓz =
∫
Ωℓ
ǫzijriρuj d
3
r
=
∫
Ωℓ
ǫzijriρφ,j d
3
r =
∫
Ωℓ
(ǫzijriρφ),j d
3
r
=
∫
∂Ωℓ
ǫzijriρφσj d
2
r = 0. (31)
The nal anellation omes from the symmetry of Ωℓ,
so r× σˆ has no omponent along z (σˆ is the unit vetor
normal to the surfae ∂Ωℓ). It also assumes that Ωℓ is
simply onneted, or is just onneted but does not arry
any net irulation of u around singularities (as ould be
the ase for the tube of turbulene).
9. Contributions to TΩz T
Ω
z from laminar zones of ∂Ω.
As already mentioned, angular momentum anels in the
laminar regions but an be transported aross these re-
gions to and from the turbulent zone. It is thus neessary
to evaluate the magnitude of the torque ontributions on
the side surfaes of the domains Ω represented in Fig. 3.
As with the ontribution from the turbulent zone esti-
mated above, the double integral in TΩz T
Ω
z will be de-
ned by the typial veloity utuations at eah point,
summed over the surfae in orrelated or unorrelated
ways.
Let d be the distane of the surfae of Ω to the tur-
bulent zone. The veloity utuations at distane d are
given by the potential eld produed by the turbulent
zone in the laminar region, whih sales as (λ/d)3
√
k or
(λ/d)4
√
k for a single struture of dipolar or quadrupo-
lar harater respetively (Saman or Bathelor ases).
As skethed in Fig. 5, the eetive eld at distane d is
the superposition of unorrelated ontributions oming
from strutures within a typial radius d: this yields the
various point ontributions as listed in Table II. Sine
at distane d the eld is produed by turbulent stru-
tures within a typial radius d, veloity utuations are
also orrelated over a typial distane d: this yields the
various surfae integration fators as listed in Table II.
Combining the dierent fators, the relative magnitudes
of the laminar ontributions to TΩz T
Ω
z are then found as
listed in Table II.
In order to preserve the same invariane onditions as
dened by the salings in R of HΩz H
Ω
z and T
Ω
z T
Ω
z , it is
neessary to make the relative laminar ontribution to
TΩz T
Ω
z derease with R. Upon inspetion of results in
Table II, this is always possible in all ases by making d
vary with R, for instane as d ∝ Rαλ(1−α) with 1/5 ≤
α < 1. This justies, a posteriori, the requirement that
Ω extends somewhat into the laminar region.
10. Contributions to TΩz T
Ω
z from laminar zones of ∂Ω
in spinning tube and spot. The derivation of the previ-
ous paragraph must be somewhat adapted to the ases
of spinning tube and spot of turbulene. The utua-
tions in the surrounding laminar uid due to the rota-
tion of the turbulent zone ome from the irregular shape
of the uid domain entrained by the rotation. The po-
tential ow around a spinning spot of turbulene would
then produe veloity utuations deaying at least as
(λ/d)4, as for a Bathelor struture, faster deays being
possible for shapes of rotating uid domains of higher
multipolar struture. Hene the results for the spot of
turbulene listed in Table II. It should be notied that,
for the spot, the torque on the surfae ∂Ωℓ in the lam-
inar domain atually represents the full torque, and the
asymptoti invariane of HΩz × HΩz is now obtained for
d → ∞. The results for the spinning tube of turbulene
are diretly adapted from the spot ase, assuming un-
orrelated phases and shapes of the spinning setions of
typial size λ over length R.
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Table II: Magnitudes of leading terms in R to HΩz HΩz and TΩz TΩz for the various ow ongurations and impulse eld types onsidered here, and orresponding torque
ontributions from laminar zones (TZ = turbulent zone, LS = laminar surroundings).
Geometry HIT Layer (IRM) Tube Spot
Invariant type Saman Bathelor Saman Bathelor Saman Bathelor Spin Spin
Point ontribution to HΩz HΩz in TZ kR
2 kλ2 kR2 kλ2 kλ2 kλ2 kλ2 kλ2
Sum over volume in TZ ×λ6 × (R/λ)3 ×λ6 × (R/λ)2 ×λ6 × (R/λ) ×λ6 × (R/λ)2 ×λ6
HΩz HΩz saling in TZ R
5kλ3 R3kλ5 R4kλ4 R2kλ6 Rkλ7 Rkλ7 R2kλ6 kλ8
Point ontribution to TΩz TΩz in TZ k
2R2 k2R2 k2λ2 k2λ2 
Sum over surfae in TZ ×λ4 × (R/λ)2 ×λ4 × (R/λ) ×λ4 ×λ4 
TΩz TΩz saling in TZ R
4k2λ2 R3k2λ3 k2λ6 k2λ6 (λ/d)10k2λ6
Point ontribution to TΩz TΩz in LS   (λ/d)
8k2R2 (λ/d)12k2R2 (λ/d)10k2d2 (λ/d)14k2d2 (λ/d)14k2d2 (λ/d)16k2d2
Sum over surfae in LS  ×d4 × (R/d)2 ×d4 × (R/d) ×d4 × (R/d) ×d4
TΩz TΩz : saling of LS to TZ ontributions ratio   λ
5R/d6 λ9R/d10 λ4R/d5 λ8R/d9 λ8R/d9 
